
Initial crackle set-up and system noise

The current set-up uses mirrors on PZTs, rather than masses on springs:

Figure 1:

We use a polarizing beam splitter
followed by a quarter wave plate to
minimize backscatter.

We also cover the section to the
right of the quarter wave plate with
a large plastic bin to minimize noise
from air currents and audible noise,
etc.

Notes on the PZTs: when a volt-
age is applied across a PZT, the
length in the perpendicular direction
expands/contracts. To keep the volt-
age positive, we apply AC with a ver-
tical DC o�set (V = V0sin(2πft) +
A0), with A0 ≥ V0. Also, the posi-
tion of the PZT relative to the mir-
rors cannot be precisely matched between the two mirrors (the same applied
V will result in slightly di�erent amplitudes of length change), so we introduce
a variable resistor for one of the PZTs until they both move at the same fre-
quency and amplitude (∆L(t) = Lx−Ly = 0). Finally in order to �x the region
of Lx − Ly in which we will operate (and thus the level of interference), we
introduce a DC o�set to the AC signal.

If only Lx were to change, our Voltage vs. Lx − Ly plot would appear as a
squared sinusoid of constructive and destructive interference (V (t) = V0cos

2( 2π
λ ∆L),

where V0 = Vmax − Vmin). Our desired region of interest is where the slope is
steepest in this plot (where the rate of change of interference is highest, and our
measurements will be most sensitive), which is halfway between the maximum
and minimum voltage (noise) values. We choose that region by inducing max-
imum and minimum values of noise (for example, by tapping the table), and
adjusting the DC signal until the �zero� signal (the ��at� signal that appears
when neither PZT is moving) is halfway between the maximum and minimum
values on the oscilloscope.

To look at the noise in the system (non-crackling) we look at the signal from
the photo-diode on a spectrum analyzer, which does a Fourier Transform on the
signal, and plots Vrms/

√
Hz vs Hz. We restrict our view to between 10 and

100 Hz, as that is the region we are interested in, and use a Hanning window.
Plotting the noise with the laser o� (dark noise, mostly from the photo-diode

itself) with the noise with the laser on (sum of seismic noise, shot noise, noise
from air currents, etc), you can see that the dark noise is much lower that the
total noise budget, as expected:
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Figure 2:
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Knowing that we are operating where the V (∆L) plot is steepest, we can
�nd the slope at that point to get a conversion factor from volts to meters.

dV

d∆L
= V02 cos(

2π

λ
∆L)(− sin(

2π

λ
∆L))

2π

λ

and at steepest slope, ∆L = λ
8 ,

3λ
8 , ..., so the slope is dV

d∆L = ±V0
2π
λ .

For our set-up, V0 was about 600mV= .600V, and for a HeNe laser λ =
632.8× 10−9m, so our conversion factor is about 190,000πV/m, and converting
the y-axis of our noise plot, we get

1
V√
Hz
≈ 1.68× 10−7 m√

Hz
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